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ABSTRACT 
A factorization of the given Toeplitz matrix T, obtained in this work, is used 
to derive an optimal circulant preconditioner C in the sense of minimizing the 
Frobenius norm of I - CT. By use of the fast Fourier transform, the computation of 
the new preconditioner can be performed in O(n log n) operations. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Linear systems of the form Tu = b, where T = [tj_k]‘&= 1 is a Toeplitz 
matrix, arise in many applications, such as signal processing and time-series 
analysis, as well as from discretization of partial differential equations with 
constant coefficients and integral equations with constant coefficients and 
integral equations with a convolution kernel. Direct methods for solving 
Toeplitz systems of 0(n2) complexity [instead of 0(n3) for a generic matrix] 
that exploit the specific structure of Toeplitz matrices have been known for 
some time, and most are based on the Levinson recursion formula [12]. A 
number of superfast algorithms with complexity O(n(log n)“) have been 
recently created, and some of them are reported to give excellent results 
[l, 3, 4, 10, 131. 
An alternative way of solving linear systems 
Tu = b (0.1) 
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with a Toeplitz matrix T is to use iterative methods. The efficiency of 
iterative methods depends on the cost of computing matrix-vector products of 
the form TV [which can be performed in complexity O(n log n> via the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT)] and the convergence rate of the iterative process. 
The desire to improve the latter leads to the search for a good preconditioner 
for the given Toeplitz matrix T. Iterative methods for solving Toeplitz 
systems of equations with help of circulant matrices 
where c_~=c,,_~ for j=l,..., n - 1, have been proposed by several authors 
[2, 5-9, 16-191, motivated by the observation that circulant systems can be 
solved efficiently by FFTs in O(n log n> complexity. 
Let C be nonsingular. Then the system (0.1) is equivalent to the system 
u = C-lb + C-Q, (0.2) 
where Q = C - T, and the following iterative process is obtained: 
uj+l = C-lb + C-'Quj. (04 
The convergence of the method is guaranteed when IlC-‘QI[ < 1 for some 
matrix norm. The latter holds, for instance, if the elements of T-l, C-‘, Q are 
all positive [2, 203. 
L. Berg [2] proposed to construct the circulant matrix C by the rule: 
(a) cj = n-lC~=ltj+s s Ctj+, s = tj ,I, 
(b) cj = t if more than half of suimands in (a) equal this number t. 
The case of a singular C is also treated in [2]. 
G. Strang [18] suggested a circulant preconditioner C for a positive 
definite matrix T obtained by copying the central diagonals of T and 
bringing them around to complete the circulant such that for n = 2m 
c’= circ[t, ,...) tm,tm__l >... >t11. 
Numerical experiments with symmetric positive definite Toeplitz matrices in 
which the diagonals decay quickly away from the main diagonal show that 
the eigenvalues of &IT cluster around 1, except for the extreme eigenval- 
ues. Hence the convergence of conjugate-gradient iterations is very fast. 
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Theoretical results concerning the behavior of the eigenvalues of C-IT for 
certain classes of Toeplitz matrices can be found in [5-7, 191. 
T. Chan [B] considered the problem of finding the circulant matrix close 
to T in the sense of minimizing the Frobenius norm of the difference C - T. 
The resulting circulant C = circ[ ca, c l,...,~n_l] is constructed by the rule 
cj = 
jt+_j,+(n-j)tj 
[j= kl,..., *(n-1)], 
fl 
and coincides with the Berg circulant computed by the rule (a) only. 
The choice of the above circulant is motivated by a well-known fact: the 
smaller the spectral radius p(C- ‘Q), the faster the convergence 
iterative process (0.3). Furthermore, since 
it is concluded, in view of IIT-‘QII =G IIT-‘II IIQII, that minimizing IlQll = 
of the 
(0.4) 
]lC - T]] may give satisfactory results. In fact, preliminary numerical experi- 
ments [B] show that Chan’s preconditioner performs slightly better than the 
Strang preconditioner in terms of reducing the condition number of C- ‘T 
and comparably in terms of clustering the eigenvalues around unity. 
In this note we propose a circulant preconditioner which is optimal in the 
sense of minimizing the Frobenius norm of I - CT, thus solving the problem 
of finding a circulant C, such that 
III - C,TIlF = min III - CTJ]r. 
C circulant 
(9.5) 
To compare with (0.41, pass to the inverse circulant C, ’ and observe that the 
new preconditioner produces a matrix C,‘Q, having in general a smaller 
spectral radius than Ghan’s preconditioner. 
1. A REPRESENTATION OF TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
Our solution of the minimization problem (0.5) and derivation of an 
optimal circulant preconditioner exploits L. Pustylnikov’s idea [14] of repre- 
senting the given Toeplitz matrix T as a sum of a circulant C = 
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circ[c,, cr,. . . , c,_,] and a skew circulant S =[~k-~]~,k=r, where 8-j = - S,,_j 
for j = 1,. . . , n - 1: 
Comparison of the corresponding elements leads to the system 
Cj+Sj=t_j j=O,l ,...,n-1, 
cj - sj = t,_j j = 1,2 ,...,n-1. 
Thus cc, + s,, = t,, and for j = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, 




2 . (1.2) 
Obviously, the matrices C and S in (1.1) are symmetric (or hermitian) if and 
only if T possesses that property. 
Now recall the well-known factorization of circulant and skew-circulant 
matrices 
C = VD,V-‘, S = WD,W-‘, (1.3) 
where the matrices 
D1=diag[(Y,,(Yg,...,CY,], D, =diag[Pr,Pz,...9P,l 
are diagonal and V = [vij], W = [ wij] are n X n Vandermonde matrices with 
oij = (s’>j and wij = oioij for i, j = O,l,. . . , n - 1. Here 
E = ezrri/” = cos(27r/n) + i sin(27r/n), 
w=e “i/n=cos(7r/n)+isin(n./n). 
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Let the polynomials c(A) and s(h) be defined as follows: 
n-1 n-l 
c(A) = c CjA’, s(h) = c sjAj 
j=O j=O 
Then the eigenvalues of the matrices C and S (that is, the diagonal elements 
of D, and D,) can be expressed by the formulas (e.g., see [ll, p. 661) 
aj = C(&‘), pi = S(O&J) (j=O,l ,...,n-1). (1.4) 
Furthermore, since W * = nl, where 1 stands for the identity matrix and V * 
for the complex conjugate to V, it follows that the matrix F = (l/&)V, 
called the Fourier matrix, is unitary. 
Substituting (1.3) in (l.l), we have 
T =VD,V-‘+ WD,W-‘=V( D, + C,D,C,‘)V-‘, (1.5) 
where Co = V- ’ W. It turns out that the latter matrix is a circulant (with 
entries not depending on the original matrix T). Indeed, in view of the 
relations 
W = DJ, V2 = nP, 
where 
D,=diag[l,o,...,o”-‘1 
and P stands for the permutation matrix 
1 *.a 0 0 0 




. . . . 
00 1 . . . (j 
-0 1 0 *-- o_ 
it follows that 
C,=V-‘W=V-‘D,,,V=(n-‘VP)D,(nPV-‘)=V(PD,P)V-’. 
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Thus C, is a circulant matrix that allows the factorization 
C,=Vdiag[I,w”-‘,.,.,w’]V-’ (1.6) 
and is therefore unitary. Note that for Toeplitz matrices close to circulants in 
the sense that the rank of D, is small, an inversion algorithm, based on the 
representation (1~3, has been suggested in 1153. 
2. A VANDERMONDE FACTORIZATION OF TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
Let us preserve the notation introduced in the previous section. The 
following proposition is of an independent interest. 
THEOREM 1. Any Toeplitz matrix T can be represented in the form 
T=VHW-‘, (2.1) 
where the matrix H is defined as follows: 
a1 + Pn 
H= 
ffP + P, 
an + P,, 1 * c,. (2.2) 
Here the notation * stands for the Schur (Hadamard) matrix product, and 
&a( sj) wja(wj> 
o’=-, pj=- 2 3 2 
(j=O,l,..., n-l), (2.3) 
where wj = w & and a(h) is the generating polynomial of the given Toeplitz 
matrix T: 
2n-2 
a(h) = 1 t,_j_lhj. 
j=O 
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Note that the left factor in (2.2) is a matrix of rank 2 having rank 
decomposition 
Proof. In view of the first equation in (1.51, the matrix T can be 
rewritten in the form (2.0, where 
H= Dlc,+c,Dz. (2.4) 
Since D,, D, are diagonal matrices with mj and pj, respectively, on the 
main diagonal, the required representation (2.2) follows. 
It remains to check the validity of (2.3). Indeed, setting c,, = sa = t, /2, 
we deduce from (1.2) the following relation between the polynomials c(h), 
s(h), and a(h): 
Since E” = 1 and w” = - 1, the relations (1.4) imply (2.3). W 
We remark that the representations (2.1)~(2.2) provide a full and explicit 
description of the given arbitrary Toeplitz matrix T of order n in terms of 
the values of its generating polynomial at 2n points of the unit circle 
(namely, at the points corresponding to the 2nth order roots of 1). Further- 
more, on the cost O(n log n), it reduces the inversion of the Toeplitz matrix 
T to inverting the matrix in (2.2) and yields, for instance, the following: 
COROLLARY 1. det T = in-’ det H. 
The matrix H in (2.2) is determined by 2n quantities ‘Yj, Pk. Hence the 
notation det H = f(aj, &I, exploited below. 
COROLLARY~. The characteristic equation for the given Toeplitz matrix T 
can be written as follows: 
f(c~~--A,&)=~ OT f(aj>Pk-A)=o’ 
where the function fin 2n variables is defined above. 
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In fact, the latter is a consequence of (2.1), (2.4) and the following: 
T-hZ=V[(D1-AZ)Co+C,D,]W-‘=VID,C,+Co(Dz-AZ)]W-’. 
A further development of these and related ideas will be continued in a 
subsequent work. 
3. THE OPTIMAL PRECONDITIONER 
Let T be an arbitrary nonzero Toeplitz matrix, and let the circulant 
C, = [c$)] be defined in (1.6). With the previous notation, we have 
THEOREM 2. The circulant matrix C = circ[ ca, ci, . . . , c,_ ,] which mini- 
mizes I( Z - CT I( F is given by the formula 
C=Vdiag[y,,y,,...,y,]V-‘=Fdiag[y,,y,,...,y,IF*’ (3.1) 
where F denotes the Fourier matrix and 
cg+( zj + &)lc,!:‘12 
yj = Ck”Jcuj + pk121cp12 
(j=1,2 . . . . . n). (3.2) 
Proof. For any circulant matrix C = VDV-‘, we have in view of (2.1) 
Z-CT=Z-VDHW-‘=VXW-‘, 
where X = C, - DH. Hence, denoting the diagonal elements of the (diago- 
nal)matrix D by yj (j=1,2,..., n), and using (2.21, we may write the entry 
xjk of X in the form 
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Proceeding to the computation of the Frobenius norm of Z - CT, we note 
that the matrices (l/&b’ and (l/&)W are unitary and therefore (e.g., see 
111, p. 3651) 
I(Z - CTl12 = llX)12 = 1 l- Yj(“j + Pk) 121c~S12’ (3.3) 
j,k=l 
Let y’ (70) denote the real (imaginary) part of the complex number y, and 
ojk = oj + pk for all possible j and k. Minimizing the right-hand expression 
in (3.3) by setting the partial derivatives with respect to yy,yy to zero, we 
first write the derivatives 
k 11 - yjyjcrjk121~$)12 c I@. - y.121a. 121c~o)12 Jk I _tk _tk ’ 
k=l a,t +o i 
where the notation Pjk = I/o$ is used. Hence the resulting equations 
C (p,!k - ?‘~)I~jk121Cj(~)12 = 0, c (& - #)l&,jk121@)12 = 0 
ajjl, # 0 aj, 20 
yield the required representation (3.2). n 
The computation of yj in (3.1) can be performed by use of FITS. To see 
this, first observe that the matrix 
z= [lcj~‘1’];,,=, 
is a real circulant (with row sums equal 1) and therefore the calculations 
zl= [ PJ32.. . P"E z2 = Ip1121P212 * * . IP”12] ZT 1 
can be performed in O(n log n) complexity. It remains to observe that, in the 
above notation, the formulas (3.2) become 
Ej + Zl( j) 
rj= [Ej+~l(j)]aj+[Ejzl(j)+z2(j)] ’ (3.4) 
where zS( j) denotes the jth component of the vector z, (s = 1,2) for all j. 
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4. COMPARISON WITH CHAN’S PRECONDITIONER 
Using the decomposition (2.I), Chan’s preconditioner c^ can be written in 
the following form: 
where 
(4.1) 
Indeed, using (2.042.21, we may write for C = VDV- ‘, D = 
diag[h,,h,,...,h,l 
IIC - TIIF = IIYII, 
where the j, k entry of the matrix Y = (D - D,)C, - C, D, is [hj - (aj + 
Pk)]c$? Thus minimizing the norm in square, we obtain 
which yields (4.1). 
To compare the quantities rj and hj, write, according to (3.2) and (4.Q 
where 
Note that, in view of Janssen’s inequality, the quantities rj, are nonnegative 
for all j. 
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5. A BOTH-SIDED PRECONDITIONER 
A generic Toeplitz matrix is determined by 2n - 1 parameters, while the 
number of parameters required to specify a circulant or a skew-circulant is n. 
This suggests using two circulants or a circulant 
Toeplitz matrices. 
following Given a matrix 
T, let C denote the circulant skew-cir- 
culant matrix S which solves the following minimization problem: 
skew-circulant 
(5.1) 
THEOREM 3. In the previous notation, the skew-circulant S which solves 
(5.1) is given as follows: 
S = Wdiag[G,,S,,..., 6,]W-‘=Udiag[6,,S, ,..., S,]V*, (5.2) 
where U = (l/&)W and 
(k = 1,2 ,..., n). (5.3) 
As in the preceding section, the computation of the quantities 6, can be 
performed in O( n log n> complexity. 
Proof. It is easily checked that in view of (2.1)~(2.2) 
I-CTS=VGW-‘, 
where the j, k entry of G is 
gjk = [ rj( “j + Pk)‘k]c$‘Ok). 
Hence the formula (5.3) follows on setting the partial derivatives of IlGll~ 
with respect to 6, equal to zero and applying the previous argument. n 
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Note that the more promising simultaneous optimal two-sided 
circulant-skew-circulant preconditioning in the sense 
min III - CTSIIF 
C circulant 
S skew-circulant 
leads to the nonlinear system 
in unknowns yj, Sk (j, k = 1,2,. . . , n) and remains an open problem. 
6. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
The results of some preliminary numerical experiments are presented 
below. In Figures I-4 the eigenvalue distributions for four well-conditioned 
positive definite symmetric Toeplitz matrices of order n = 15, also used by 
Strang [18] and Chan [B], are shown. The rows A, B,C,D, E stand for the 
matrices T, 6-‘T, &‘T, CT, and CTS, respectively, where 6, c^ correspond 
E ww 0 
D + *+ + 
C x ar(Y x 
B . - . 
A aBm*+* * 1 l 1 + 
I I I I I I_ 
D 1 2 3 4 
FIG. 1. Eigenvahe distribution for the matrix T, with t,J = l/k. 





* * l I( 
I n 1 I1 11 1 ” 1” 1 ” ’ “1 I 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 
FIG. 2. Eigenvalue distribution for the matrix T, with tl,k = l/ k2. 
E VW(IW V 
0 t 11ottt t 
C x -It x 
B . m . 
I* 11 11 * 11 11 ’ 11 *I 11 11 11 ’ 1 ’ 11 11 1 I 
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 
FIG. 3. Eigenvalue distribution for the matrix T, with tl,k = 21mk. 
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0 ++ lwcc + + 
C II 111 I I 
B . . . . . . . . . . . 
FIG. 4. Eigenvalue distribution for the matrix T4 with t,,k = cos[(k -I)/ k]. 
to Strang’s and Chan’s circulants, while C,S denote the new circulant and 
skew-circulant preconditioners. 
In Figure 5 we use the matrix T5 arising from discretization of Poisson’s 
operator with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the square 6X6 grid. This 






v V-WI V 
+ + *+ w-+++t+ + 
I x Ilx IDI XIII “XX I I 
FIG. 5. Eigenvafue distribution for the matrix T, with t,,, = 1, t,,, = t,,, = - a, 
and other tr,k = 0. 
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x 
FIG. 6. Eigenvalue distribution for the Poisson matrix T6. 
Toeplitz. Note that the Strang circulant is a singular matrix in this case. The 
results of applying the preconditioners constructed above to the unchanged 
Poisson matrix are given in Figure 6. As seen from Figures 1-6, in all six 
cases the largest eigenvalue of CT and that of CTS are smaller than those of 
the matrices c’- ‘T and c^- ‘T (sometimes by a large margin). Moreover, in 
all cases except one, the spectrum of CTS completely lies within that of the 
other matrices, and hence its condition number is smaller. All the precondi- 
tioned matrices behave comparably in terms of clustering the spectrum 
around unity, and it is difficult to choose between them. 
The most important feature of the new preconditioner is its ability to 
reduce significantly the spectral radius of the corresponding iteration matrix. 
This is demonstrated in Table 1. 
In conclusion, this report reflects only a preliminary study of the subject, 
and many open problems remain. For instance, the asymptotic behavior of 
TABLE 1 
SPECTRAL RADII OF MATRICES 
T Z-T I-c-‘T I-&‘T Z-CT I-CTS 
TI 3.13 0.931 0.836 0.709 0.421 
T, 0.964 0.349 0.328 0.314 0.230 
T3 1.83 1.0 0.879 0.721 0.463 
T4 1.36 1.03 0.739 0.601 0.341 
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the eigenvalues of CT and CTS and the convergence properties of precondi- 
tioned iterative methods must be understood. Also, further applications of the 
Vandermonde decomposition of Toeplitz matrices seem to be possible. 
The author wishes to thank Dr. R. Janssen for encouraging this work and 
Dr. R. Reuter fm helpful suggestions. 
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